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Foreword

Over the past 20 years, we have seen amazing advancements in information and communications technology. From the advent of the Internet to social media and mobile technology, the ways in which we communicate and collaborate with others will never be the same. Today’s levels of connectivity mean that we are no longer restricted by time or location in our communications but can instead interact with others from across the globe from anywhere and at any time of day or night. Our social networks have grown exponentially and the shape of the working day has been revolutionized as we can now work (and play) from home, or while on the move. As such, the development of these new communication channels within the digital era has affected virtually everyone regardless of location, age, or social status.

Along with these transitions have come equally dramatic changes to the ways that we attract and recruit new employees into organizations. Recruiters are faced with the need to engage with a workforce that now communicates electronically, is used to having access to large amounts of information at their fingertips and to receiving immediate feedback. Organizations are faced with a new generation of potential employees who not only use different modes of communication and interaction, but also have different expectations of how they want to build relationships with potential employers. Against this backdrop we have seen recruiters forced to develop online resources and to interact with both active and passive job seekers via social media.

It is for these reasons that I am very pleased to launch the series “The Changing Context of Managing People” with a book that focuses on social recruiting. The aim of the book series is to examine the ways in which the context in which we are all working and living is changing and how this affects human resource management and the workforce. As series editor, I wanted to develop a series that would help those of us who undertake research, teach or work in human resource management keep up
with how these changes might affect the ways in which we manage people. This text fits squarely into this theme and provides us with an exciting analysis of how new modes of communication are affecting the ways in which employers engage with potential employees.

Emma Parry

Series Editor
Introduction

In an period characterized by the huge growth of social media, it seems natural to wonder what impact the new modes of communication can have in the lives of companies and in particular on the recruitment processes. This will be the main theme of this work, which aims to offer a detailed, though not exhaustive, analysis of the issues posed by the radical transformation of human relationships, offering to managers and scholars some reflections intended to animate the debate on social recruitment.

The starting point of each reflection will be, therefore, the awareness of living in a new model of society, which cannot easily be catalogued into clearly defined canons, because constantly changing. Actually, it is not to persuade companies to accept the use of new communication systems, since the transfer of recruitment procedures in a new space-time dimension is certainly more economical and convenient than the traditional one. Rather, it is necessary to stimulate the attention on the deep cultural change leading awareness about the need to adapt different management approaches; these new strategies will allow companies to overcome the traditionally used categories in order to interpret the new environment, and to catch before the others the evolutionary lines of our society, adapting to it the management strategies.

Therefore, it comes out the need for the companies to properly organize themselves to attract the best “brains”: they are those who are in harmony with new communication systems, those who express their creativity, and who are able to take advantage of new media by applying them to managerial know-how. In order to successfully complete the recruiting process, managers will have to fully understand the new technologies, but also the psychology of the potential candidates, so to prepare more effective ways to present their workplace as fascinating and rewarding. On the other hand, job seekers have a profile characterized by complex identity, they speak a digital language,
interact in two worlds, the virtual and the real, they have an incredible number of contacts that allows them to immediately share ideas, opinions, knowledge and experience and, above all, they are able to judge and choose the best job opportunities.

In this setting, HRM is now gradually abandoning traditional forms of recruitment to develop new processes such as social recruiting, able to guarantee a profile of quality collaborators able to face the challenges of Digital Era.

The present work, correlated by a multi-level empirical research, intends to answer the following questions: May a company keep anchored to the old methods of recruitment? What are the risks of a sudden change if not well planned? What is the identikit of a talented candidate? Which are the new managerial policies to be put into being?

Therefore, this book was born from the desire to analyze the role of the social recruitment in the human resources management in the process of creation of a sustainable competitive advantage for the company. The selection of human resources is becoming a precious and unique process because today we live in a period of social change, of environmental complexity, of turbulent markets and systems that transfer companies from real to virtual and from virtual to real, when firms no longer feel the limitation of time and place but the immensity of a reality that has no communication constraints.

In the first chapter we have highlighted the evolution of web-based communication models and how it has contributed to the achievement of an active role for users in the creation and distribution of content (Ozuem, Howell, & Lancaster, 2008), producing a review of the marketing strategies adopted by firms. The two pillars of communication tools are based on the interaction or need to listen to and satisfy the users’ desires as well as the participation and encouragement of companies to the creation of new needs.

The nature of these new forms of communication, attributable to Web 2.0 (O’Reilly, 2005), is then: (i) the horizontal dimension, (ii) bi-directionality, (iii) the active participation of users, and (iv) the auto-generation of content.

This chapter, after analyzing the theoretical background of the social media communication, will focus on the trend of use of these instruments, in particular in recruiting activities. It also proposes a particular focus on public sector and no profit sector which, today, through the web, may legitimize their role in the competitive world of work.
In the second chapter, we have analyzed social media and companies, through a comparison among generations.

The new media have brought important changes in social sphere. We have highlighted them through three perspectives: (a) how I.T. has changed the identity of the individual bringing out new virtual identities; (b) the relationship between I.T. and aspects of personality, showing what types of individuals are more likely to use social networks; and (c) the relationship between social media communication and “I” or “We” intention. The chapter also proposes an interpretative model that allows analyzing the relationship between social media communication and the cultural dimensions of countries as emerged from the huge analyzed literature.

In the third chapter, we have focused on Social Media recruitment. In a complex and competitive world of work, such as the present, social tools become important drivers in the process of recruiting, even of those “passive” candidates otherwise difficult to find. Adopting a culture which is oriented to social recruiting means, however, also engaging in building a strong Employer Brand (reputation and external image). In an employer-centered perspective, therefore, companies must interact with potential candidates, should encourage and engage them, offer both symbolic values (style, personality, sociability, affection) and pragmatic ones (report, workplace) and they should act in a relational communicative context. In this chapter, therefore, we are going to analyze marketing management that enhances online communication (with particular reference to the web 2.0) and we will outline both tangible and intangible elements, identified using the Resource Based-view approach, outlining a strategy of Employer Branding to generate an employer identity easily recognized by potential candidates.

The use of social recruitment raises a few issues regarding legal matters. Privacy is a right, which must definitely not be invaded, but it is necessary not to emphasize too much this idea, which interferes with the quality of the recruitment process that an organization can offer. Actually, the present laws should be modified in organizations as well as in the administration of social networks. An inappropriate use of Facebook may create serious problems: provocative and inappropriate photos, comments on drinking and use of drugs, negative judgments about the organizations where one has worked in the past or about colleagues, scarce communication capacity, discriminatory comments, sharing of confidential information, inadequate
qualifications, all these elements might have a negative influence (Lorenz, 2009), persuading company’s recruiters to choose some workers rather than others.

What is more alarming, however, is not only the legal issue but rather the ethical-moral aspect. Some published information could be the same as “nosing” into other people’s lives: if someone does not want to allow other people to get to know specific information, this very same information should not be published. In the long-run, the truth is that even when the users are sure that information on a profile is visible only by some specific users, there is the risk that, because of a simple technical error or a premeditated violation, this information will be published.

In this book we analyze potential ethical-social and legal risks in using social networks, suggesting new forms to limit negative effects.

The empirical research on the use of social recruitment in European countries and in the United States has been carried out in the fourth chapter. To allow a multi-perspective reconstruction of the object under research, our analysis has been divided into several levels, each characterized by a different degree of analysis.

The first level is aimed at the study of the social recruiting use in organizations operating in Europe and in the United States in the private, public, and no profit sector. This research represents an integrated approach to the social recruiting. As a matter of fact, through a perspective of multidisciplinary methodological analysis – which considers sociological and psychological factors in relation to today’s technological and cultural evolution experienced by organizations – we have analyzed the degree of diffusion of the social recruitment. Using a multivariate statistical model, it has been shown that the spread of social recruitment in HRM’s policies and practices varies among countries and that there is a relationship between the size of a company and the use of social recruitment.

The second level of the research is aimed at understanding what are the drivers of the communication of recruiting strategies, activated through the tools of the social web communication within the contexts being surveyed. The analytical framework is based on an interpretative model for extracting information from the web, processing it through the techniques of text mining and interpreting it. In particular, for processing the extracted data, it uses the logic of quantitative content analysis (Berelson, 1952; Krippendorff, 2012; Weber, 1990). Content analysis is a research technique for the systematic and quantitative description of the
content of communication (Berelson, 1952) and for the measurement of specific variables (Kerlinger, 1986).

Adopting the statistical methodologies of co-occurrence analysis and cluster analysis, some macro-themes have been individuated, which work as drivers of the communication process of social recruiting, as well as the differences and similarities of the channeled messages by Smes, public, and no profit organizations in the European and American country.

A third level of analysis has concerned the web usability of corporate web sites. We have tried to show, through logistic regression, that, for those websites that contain detailed information in terms of Identity-Employer brand, there is a positive correlation with the recruitment, the presence of career opportunities, the presence of information on Facebook. The theme of the relationship between social media and recruitment processes has prompted us to analyze the impact that “virtual information” is having on companies and ways of doing business. This is the topic of the fifth chapter. The increase of web traffic, that has been registered in recent years, is also pouring out on businesses and in particular on the methods of recruitment, requiring them to use new forms of web-based recruitment (Lawrence & Giles, 1999). Many scholars have, in fact, focused their research on how to combine the recruitment process with the world of the web in general and social media in particular (Bohnert & Ross, 2010; Broughton, Foley, Ledermaier, & Cox, 2013; Ellison, 2007; Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010; Parry & Tyson, 2008). In this perspective, the company will operate in compliance with fundamental principles such as transparency (the ability to be accountable to the candidates), responsiveness (ability to respond to the expectations), and compliance (in terms of principles and policies).

With this in mind, the new recruiter will have to be able to operate a balance between inclusiveness (meaning the ability to satisfy the needs and expectations of the candidates), relevance (knowledge of the candidates), completeness (understanding of the aspirations), creating superstructures or contexts in which they develop facilitation procedures.

In an age where there is a “war for talent,” being able to capture the talent becomes a priority for the company. However, if, on the one hand, the talents have distinctive skills, are willing to move geographically and to change to improve their outlook for growth, on the other hand, they are difficult to manage. They claim high salaries, career progression, training, and they often
change company and do not develop any systems to look for new jobs. They constitute, in reality, a high number of passive candidates. Therefore, the new role of the recruiter will be as a seeker, the “modern gold digger.”

Certainly, to do that, it is necessary a change aimed at creating an open culture that knows how to live with the new generations in order to achieve a sustainable competitive advantage.
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1.1. New Forms of Communication: Theoretical Background

Communication is inherent in human nature and arises from the need to build relationships and interactions with other individuals and the society in which they live and work. However, the same message does not always keep the same meaning, because it changes according to the type of communication implemented and, therefore, must be chosen in a strategic manner. Today, we are witnessing an evolutionary epochal passage presenting
rhythms and methods similar to those that characterized the last century as a result of the industrial revolution.

The increased use of information technology, of computer media communication and the Internet, has allowed conveying information in real time and time-shifted (Fox et al., 2001; Erbring, 2000; Horrigan & Rainie, 2001; Nie, Hillygus, & Erbring, 2002; Nie, Wood, & Smith, 2004).

Then, it is easy to understand why our society is evolving in a global, social, and working network based on the online communication (Flaherty, Pearce, & Rubin, 1998; Matheson, 1991; Nonnecke, Pearce, Andrews, & Voutour, 2004; Preece, 1999; Preece & Ghozati, 2001; Walther, 1996; Walther & Boyd, 2002; Wood & Smith, 2004; Wright, 2000, 2002a, 2002b, 2004), imposing new challenges that focus on analyzing the online behavior of individuals and their use of the Internet (Andrews, Nonnecke, & Preece, 2003; Stanton, 1998; Witmer, Colman, & Katzman, 1999; Yun & Trumbo, 2000).1 The effect

---

1The terms “social media and social networking” are often used interchangeably. In this chapter the two terms will take on different meanings and values. Social media are social communication tools used for sharing, spreading, and discussing information among potentially infinite users. They allow people to interact, share, and chat online through various means giving everyone the ability to create contents and to distribute them. Social media are closer to the channels of communication to which we are used to: they are a tool to spread message, as the television, radio, newspapers. Thanks to social media it is possible to spread a message without providing an interaction, but only having the message received by the users of a social network. Social Networking is the phenomenon that uses the online community to interact with others by bringing together groups of people with common interests or common purpose, who use together the websites to build relationships using the community itself. In the case of social networking, a two-way intentional communication develops: people gather around a topic to discuss, so the conversations become the focus of the activity. The social network sites are called “on-line services that allow individuals to build a public or semi-public profile within a limited system, to articulate a list of other users with whom they can share a connection, to view their list of connections and that one made by others within the system” (Ellison, 2007, p. 211). The social networking sites Facebook, MySpace, LinkedIn, YouTube, Twitter, etc. often include social media tools to facilitate interaction and conversation. For further discussion, see among others the extensive research on the relationship between technologies and their social impact: Ellison (2007), Donath (2007), Ellison, Steinfield, and Lampe (2007), Golder, Wilkinson, and Huberman (2007), Lampe, Ellison, and Steinfield (2007), and Valkenburg, Peter, and Schouten (2006).
on the traditional forms of relationship and communication is clear: the new technological paradigms are encouraging an increasing differentiation of communication systems, opening new and fascinating scenarios that have changed the patterns of interaction and social connections which initially affected mainly young people and which, subsequently, have spread throughout all segments of society. The information found using the Internet, in general, and social media in particular, enables the reduction of barriers to social interaction, enabling connections between people, which would not otherwise take place. Thanks to the new communication systems it is possible, then, to lower the costs of transition useful to find information and to connect with other individuals who can share an interest. Communication is, therefore, changing and this has led the scientific community to examine more thoroughly the aspects that the new types of communication offer.

Since when Aristotle distinguished different forms of communication, identifying similar elements that justify the division into categories and genres, many other definitions have been provided by various authors (Campbell & Jamieson, 1978; Harrell & Linkugel, 1978; Miller & Greenberg, 1981; Swales, 1990). Most of the classifications based on genres show a combination of purpose and form. Yates and Orlikowski (1992) speak of “a particular type of communicative action, characterized by a communicative purpose, socially recognized, and by the common aspects of the form” (Yates & Orlikowski, 1992, p. 541). Therefore, individuals who communicate for a purpose (Bitzer, 1992) will be induced to use particular languages and symbols. Choosing a particular type of communication is, therefore, a sign of belonging to a community or defending positions of privilege (Freedman & Medway, 1994) without ever crystallizing in rigid forms since “the individuals produce, reproduce and modify the genres through a structuring process” (Theory of Structure, Giddens, 1984a). Communication, in other words, is progressively refined, turning out to be more appropriate to the various situations and, on the basis of old directories, it creates new ones that will be gradually renegotiated and accepted by the community. Such changes, which usually occur slowly and through complex processes, have been accelerated by the spread of the Internet that has resulted in the development and subsequent testing of new kinds of communication. Using information technology allows, in fact, an implicit structuring (Williams, 2000) communication: individuals are free to present their information